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LITERARY DESIGNS
VOLUME LXXIII

EDITED BY MU GAMMA CHAPTER OF SIGMA TAU DELTA
LITERARY EDITION OF THE WESTERN MISTIC
Moorhead, Minnesota, Friday, June 1, 1945.

By MARILYN MILLER
I am false—
As the hash of the preparate storm
As the clangor of silence.
Like the image of death am I
false.

By JOHN POLISENO

I am hollow—
As an old house
That stoops and shines in the cold.
Like wind in the chimney am I
hollow.
I am weak—
As the wave-sick sea.
As an unborn cry.
As the trembling of years forever
And ever trembling, and falling
away from me!
Let me rest on your shoulder, God;
For also I am tired.

By MELVYN BOWERS

I love the quiet
The whispering
breeze:
The magic spell
my mood;
The beauty of
trees.

peace of solitude;
of grasses in the

translation from
Gabriele D'Annunzio
O, shining sickle of the waning
moon
That shines upon her cold water
ed desert.
Silver sickle, what harvest may I
dream
Your mild light descends in
waves.
Panting short of all the foliage
Of the flowers, waves, and the
forests
Exhaling on the sea: don't sing
nor cry
Nor dream, for the vast silence
continues
Opposed to all love and all
pleasures,
And of people who live in too
much sleep.
Silver sickle, what harvests may
I dream
Your mild light descends in
objection and a despondent cry it
waves.

A Tree and a Stream
By ELOISE RUTKOWSKI

This is the story of a tree and
a stream. It was a stately tree
of books that fit
which seldom bothered to turn and
sun-silvered poplar twist but maintained its dignity in
silent serenity. The stream, un
aware of earth, the sky and even
I love the smell of damp earth after life, unceasingly sputtered onward
to that which might lie in its wake.
rain;
And everyday the children from
The sight of mountains dark
the village came to this shrine.
against the sky;
The mournful hooting of a passing The tree provided shade and the
stream reflected the children's
train;
wrinkles of laughter as they felt
The whirring sound of wings as
the cool water between their toes.
birds go by.
The days became weeks; the weeks
I love the crackling of a woodflew; and the years became the
past; there was no change. The
fire's cheer;
The music of Brahm's symphony in stream had not ended its journey;
the tree still provided shade and
C
And yet these joys are barren ones, the children still laughed.
my dear,
But one day the peaceful mon
Unless you're near to share them otony ceased. That which was sil
all with me.
ent became loud and that which
was beautiful became sinister. The
children's faces were filed with an
indescribable terror and the smiles
were less frequent and the laugh
ter was not so loud. Soon, destruc
tion fell from the sky, devouring the
By MARJORIE PAWLOWSKI
Could I have known when first land, the homes and the peasants
themselves All this was called
we met
The strains of mocking symphony, "war."
The villagers were troubled. First
That I' would be reminded yet,
Through black of Heaven—Infinity they wondered, they were confused;
then they cursed life and became
To see in space and flashing stars angry. Why should they who lived
Upon my spirit, it's sole refrain
in peace be forced to suffer for a
crime of which they had no part?
Chaotic, and heart-galling bars,
Death dancing, nothing to remain. They were to have no choice. So
Could I have but discerned that the people gathered their simple
key,
weapons together and became the
The ghost of all my dreams of you, messengers of death, or death it
The swiftly fading memory
self.
I'd ravish in the arching blue.
Finally, even the tree became a
prey for its more powerful foe,
My starry hope that did arise
Mute, motionless and hovering dies. destruction. With one last shriek of

Could I
Have Known

V

Sickle of the
Waning Moon

Indictment

Solitude

ISSUE

fell to the earth to make debris.
The days became weeks and the
weeks flew, and the months be
came the past. Evil grew tired of
its wasted lodgings and moved to
a more fruitful home where its pow
er might be more apparent and thus
quench the desires of its greedy
vanity.
There remained a panorama of
waste, a handful of deplorable peas
ants, and a sputtering stream of
crimson hue.
All seemed lost, for there was no
hope. But the Almighty had not
forgotten those who suffered so
that others might be punished. One
day a twig brazenly defied the de
struction. The
sun tended this
which was green. In an infinitely
short while, something more noble,
more stately, more beautiful than
had ever been seen replaced what
had been destroyed. For there came
to be a tree of many more leaves
and stems, which reached to the
heavens. It grew to be a monument
for the struggle of the past and a
challenge to the future. The people
found they must fight evil and its
alies no matter where it impanted
itself on this earth. If they were
to win security for themselves and
posterity their fight must never
linger or lag. Never would it be
another's task or a task for anoth
er generation. Never would it be
a fight too petty to win. The peo
ple had learned.
The tree provided shade. The
stream became cleansed and a
clearer fluid continued its journey
to that which might lie in its
wake. The water reflected the
children's wrinkles of laughter as
they felt the cold fluid between
their toes.

Night
By EMMA STEINKE

Night and a hammock and stars,
Majestic stars thick through the
branches.
The kind old tree that upheld me
Had swayed its gentle branches
To tell me of crescent moon rising
Above the dim back of the moun
tain.
Could the moon know,
So young on its journey,
That the stars aeons old through
the branches,
That the glory and sweep of the
heavens,
Held me numbed with a sense of
their greatness,
That I in my numbness sought ref
uge,
On the nearness of earth's pulsing
bosom?

Nightingale
By J. POLISENO
O nightingale who sings so sweetly
You taught me to sing so gently
You taught me when April returns
When shall I return to visit these
woods?
It is this you taught me how to
love.
Teach me to love, gentle singer,
It is this of love I am learning.
Teach me the love I am to under
stand.

A
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To Grow

Sigma Tail
Delta

By JAMES COCHRAN
One nature enlightened afternoon
this spring, I was walking along a
portion of the bank of the Red Riv
er which is thickly overgrown with Sigma is the seal and the sign of
beauty,
brush and scrub timber. Memories
of the previous summer flashed in
Sincerity, the mystery of friend
to my mind. I recalled the manner
ship,
in which these boughs had grown.
The trees were scattered unevenly; Standing by the living ancient
river
flowers and weeds lengthened their
bodies in every conceivable entang
Of the eternal.
ling direction. Some died; some
struggled to ungainly proportions; Tau that is the tale of lost enendeavor
others were stunted, miserable ex
amples of plant life. A few trees Truth, so long denied, so much de
grew stately and high, while other
rided,
saplings strangled for lack of root
Telling nothing save to ears that
and nourishment.
listen
This was nature, raw and primi
tive. Suddenly out of the back of
Long in the silence.
my brain a picture much the same
as this focused into vision. What a Delta, that beloved of the ancients,
perfect simile this rugged colony of They who sought the word in a
plant growth made with our own
single pattern.
By DOROTHY JEFFERSON
so-called civilized society! It was
Venus the planet
to me a perfect comparison of our So design may hold through change
Glows in the western sky—
and wonder
nation's economy!
A crown among priceless jewels
The sapling strained for strength
Into the future.
In an Infinite dark velvet setting.
just as the wretched relief worker
Each tiny, burning star strives to rival thy perfection
Allen E. Woodall.
of the 30's attempted to regain his
So bright their rays to earth are sent,
Moorhead, Minn., S.T.C.
lost
pride.
The
wild
flower
wither
But thy radiance outshines theirs
ed into nothingness as did the ur
As does the summer sun outshine
chin of the city slum shrivel into
The flame exhaled from glowing embers.
gaunt skin and bone.
By MELVYN BOWERS
This recollection was vivid and
Tonight the beauty of the earth
deep-set, for I still remembered the The evening light
Completes the beauty of the heavens
depression. Then came memory of In reflection shows.
In purest harmony
our neighbor rising at seven o'clock Over the waves
Unburdened by imprisoning material things.
and setting off with head hung low All tipped with gold;
All day the snow has drifted down
and back bent to shovel streets; yes, And the Royal Palm
And lavishly bequeathed each humble house with marble roof,
a skilled machinist off to shovelling It's top-not high.
Each barren lawn with carpet immaculately clean,
Outlined each forlorn tree with delicate traceries of contrasting white. streets. That was nature in the Whispers an evening lullaby.
My soul responds, expands, and blends with harmony of earth and Heaven raw too; that was the sapling that
stood amidst the powerful factory Who could live on the desert sands.
And within myself I feel,
bosses. Here was the faded wild Or buried deep in a mountain glen,
Beauty is harmony;
flower among the unthoughtful and When here at his feet such free
Harmony of purely outward objects
dom lies;
Harmony of man with inner man
selfish weed.
On turning homeward, I passed The wild sea waves and night-blue
Harmony of man with other men
skies.
from this scene into a more pleas
And on the things of vaster scale.
ant environment. I came upon a of this bridge. There, deeply carv
One not knowing the despair and grief within the hearts of man
park. A park with even rows of ed, was the following term, P-L-AWould see a picture of serenity and peace—
trees and neatly kept beds of tulips N-N-I-N-G. What significance this
A hope illuminating the heaven
and irises. How different the whole had, I knew not at first. Then as
A calm enveloping the earth.
aspect of these surroundings was if a fog had lifted, I saw it all.
But we who know the mockery
from the place I had just left. This The trees, the park, memory and
Between the semblance and the heart of things,
was planning; this was land whose one simple word—planning.
Will work for harmony of minds and hearts,
Our economy must be planned;
face had been organized and set for
Will pray that the hope of the heaven and the peace of the earth tonight free and vigorous growth of all it must be organized for a purpose.
Will unite into realities in tomorrow's world.
forms of life. This locality meant Man may no longer produce with
beauty and strength for all plants out fore-thought. It is all so very
simple. Some of us reach heaven
whose roots entwined its soil.
Then back crept that thought of ly with all extremes of wealth and
By MEI.VYN BOWERS
economy. Never had it heard of strength. Others sink asunder—
these creatures—planning and or weak and emaciated. Death comes
I saw her often, an exotic creature;
ganization. It shrank at the mere quickly in the forest; so it comes
Her eyes held beauty I shall not forget;
mention of their names. Yes, this today, under capitalism.
Such loveliness was in her every feature,
economy strayed at a distance from This, in essence, is no more than
So gracefully she held her cigarette.
all that meant method or coopera a simple criticism of what the Aus
Such promise lingered in her friendly smile,
tion. I crossed a bridge at this trian economist, Van Hayek, says
And I was but a lonely, friendless lad;
point; a bridge whose pilings were in regard to planning in his soShe knew it not, but for a little while,
driven deep. Upon crossing, my called masterpiece, "The Road to
I loved the lady on the billboard ad.
eyes dropped toward the planking Serfdom".

Venus the Planet

Evening Sea

Liason
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Lullaby
By MARILYN MILLER
A tale, a song, a wind and a tree;
My mother and sister and sister and me.
The covers have closed on the tale—it is late;
The words of the song fly their melodic mate;
But the wind murmurs still through the lips of the tree
A tale—and a song that are not new to me.
Three in a rocker; nothing ends.
Sisters are better than friends that are friends.
A child's arms can hold more than her doll;
And a rocking chair doesn't just rock when you're small,
But it sings and it swings and it leaps and it sleeps,
To the whim of the dreamer that's curled in its deeps.
Dreamer forever, Rider of Night—
Sleep on—Not all eyes are meant for the light.

Edgar Allen Poe
So long ago, so lost among the
years,

Home Town
Service Flag

By RUTH JESSNESS
Dust of a passion, dust of a raven's
Remember? Back so many months
wing.
ago
You who sold your dreams, and
Our service flag was new—
coined your fears,
The stars were brave and brilliant
Bright, shining honor blue.
And these were not enough, who
Remember? We watched them put
strove to sing
it up
So darkly on the brink of human
And breathed a silent prayer
love,
In love with darkness, being starved That never we should have to see
A gold star shining there.
of light.
And day by day and week by week
The poverty you held, as with a
The constellation grew.
glove,
Throttled to grandeur in the an We watched it silently and prayed
And then at once we knew.
cient night
That filled your life with legends, Out of our midst a boy was gone.
A new prayer breathed with silent
filmy pride,
hope
And the shadow of death in a be
May the next one be not mine.
loved' face—
God is good, but sometimes prayers
Mother, foster mother, and wife.
Aren't answered as we'd have them
Denied,
be,
Within your life even the little
Another mother's son has died
place
In fame's poor hall you craved, you, To keep our country free.
As we see the new blue stars
Edgar Poe,
You and the ones you lost so long Take place beside the old
We keep the old prayer in our
ago.
hearts
Allen E. Woodall
Please, God, no more gold.
Prom Raleidograph Magazine

Out of the Dawn
By MELVYN BOWERS
Out of the quiet dawn,
Over a peaceful sea,
Before the mists had gone
Wrathfully.
Riding the golden beam,
Sunrise had clung before,
Death struck with stabbing gleam
And shattering roar.

I Flunked
By IDOLA OBERG
Dejected, forlorn and unwanted
She walks the halls of M.S.
"Fate has been cruel," she thinks
to herself—
"My finals are a terrible mess!"
"Vocabulary, spelling and usuage
I take them over this term,
I can just hear my mother say,
"Oh, will she never learn!"

Blasting the quiet dawn,
Lashing the peaceful sea,
Spraying with wrathful spawn
Eternity.

"Oh, well," she replies, consoling
herself,
"There are 33 others with me!
I hope I'll do better this term,
I may even get a D!"

Prom warfare no surcease;
But from the careless-flung
Ashes of smoking jfeace,
Heros are sprung

HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT?
By IDOLA OBERG
Music is like a flat-flat seam
Connecting reality with fantastic
dream.

On the Ball
By GLENN RINGSTAD
The other morning when the
alarm- clock rang I got out of bed
with more than the usual cheerful
ness, intoning, "Oh, What a Beau
tiful Morning!" with enough en
thusiasm to make the Theatre
Guild itself weep with joy over the
renewed grandeur of their ode to
the dawn.
"Pardon me for butting in," said
my conscience, "but—
"Oh, that's all right," I said, "ev
erything's budding in the Spring."
"You're not amusing, little boy,"
rasped the voice. "I could find bet
ter humor than that on a tomb
stone. So pardon me. It is now
ten minutes to eight. You are ex
pected to be at that Softball class
at eight o'clock."
The morning suddenly became
rather drab as I reflected that,
after all, I hadn't got so much out
of life and that I was doomed to
spend a good portion of it just
standing on the corner waiting for
the M.S. bus.
"I'm not going," I replied. "I
can't stand another period of that
despicable melee. I have depend
ents."
"Kindly give with some acceler
ated motion," commanded the ob
noxious one again. "It'll keep you
in condition."
"Yes," I said, "but what a con
dition. Two weeks of that and they
could use me to show soldiers what
happens when they don't watch out
for booby traps."
"They don't have booby traps
that harmful," answered my gul
let Gestapo. "Besides, the class
isn't so bad."
"It's no gravy train," I counter
ed. "Six people behind this eight
o'clock eightball have written Hit
ler postcards saying, "Having a
wonderful time; wish you were
here." Miss Prick can count me
out."
"Miss Prick doesn't teach the
class, stupid one," said the meddle
some thing with scorn withering like
leaves in the fall. "Mr. Domek pre
sides."
"Oh, I didn't know," I stammer
ed innocently. "I haven't been wide
enough awake yet to find out who
taught this gremlin's pastime."

"Don't worry," proclaimed His
Highness. "If Miss Prick were
there, you'd know it!"
"I'm not going," I snapped.
"There are other ways of managing
to be classified 4-F than becoming
a professional athlete."
"You enormous lump of inertia,
you!" exploded the cerebral Cae
sar. "You don't have to worry
about becoming a professional ath
lete. You're slow. Like molasses.
Why don't you get a job being one
of Bing Crosby's race horses? I
ask you, what kind of athletics have
you ever gone out for?"
"Well," I suggested feebly, "I
used to jump at conclusions."
"Yes," retorted the voice, "and
you went out for three minutes the
other day when the ball hit you on
the head because you didn't have
enough energy to open your eyes
before going to school. What are
you, a man or a mouse?"
"Well," I said, "I don't know ex
actly, but I like cheese awfully
well. And I don't want to run
around after that atrocious sphere
this morning. Heaven knows why
they call it softball. When you
catch it, it feels hard enough to be
one of the. biscuits the girl friend
made with her own little hands. I
can get the same effect by staying
here and have a nice, quiet nervous
breakdown. I'm going to stay right
here and read this week's edition
of Slushy Mushy Romances."
"Now that's what I mean by you
being impossible," shrieked my bet
ter half. "You not only ruin your
body by neglecting physical exercise,
but you ruin your mind by reading
that trash."
"Well, it's very interesting," I
said. "And it has a picture of Bet
ty Grable on the front cover!"
"Listen, Bub!" admonished con
science, now growling, "Either you
get going to that class or I shall
review your past record all day."
I got up immediately and hurried
toward the physical education build
ing but all I could think of to sing
now was a funeral dirge of my own
composing, entitled. He Died of
Measles, Madame, That Was His
One Rash Act.
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They Call It Fun
tion broke and I gazed far out to
By MARJORIE PAWLOWSKI
The place was small and dirty — the horizon, half-terrified with the
cheap was the word for it. Whisky immensity. For a long time I stood
and gin and smoking cigarette butts there shivering, trembling. I tried
made a slough of filth on the floor. to think coherently. Just what was
Soldiers, sailors and girls were wrong about all this? I was young
shouting, singing and shoving fur as those people back there were, and
niture around. They had consumed no one had ever thought me a prude.
an adequate supply of liquor to It is true I'd played a lone-hand
make them loud and high spirited. most of the time and had thought
From the corner of the booth I I'd missed something for they'd al
watched them. One burly sergeant ways spoken of it as fun and good
with the waitress' apron tucked in tiroes. Often I'd felt out of things.
his belt was dancing crazily with an But if that was fun I hadn't known
insipid looking girl who had nearly it was like that. Everybody, I too,
three hours ago proved her capac had thought them fine, normal peo
ity. In the booth behind me a ple. Why should this make such a
sailor was avidly declaring undy difference? The trouble must be
ing love for the half-intoxicated with me. They could see no wrong,
juvenile who would have looked no ugliness, no horror in it. Why
more natural roller-skating at the should I? It was what they did all
local arena. Everywhere around me the time and they called it fun. It
people were milling about. The went all through my head again.
juke-box blared. The bartender But I couldn't see it, I just couldn't.
beamed. Business was thriving I shut my eyes hard, my coat open
these days.
to the wind and stood there rigid,
We had started for the theater, trembling. Things didn't get clear
those two girls and I. Instead they er. I tried to think and reason
had come here. They had said they again but I was muddled, confused
would only stay a few minutes; aft and helpless.
er all, they had to stop in at Cal's! It was getting dark and for the
Anne and Gerry were dancing. The first time in my life I was terrified
few minutes dragged into an hour. of the dark. I felt soiled and the
I watched a lighted cigarette fall dark and ocean I usually loved
into a wet puddle of spilled liquor, seemed to envelope me in a deeper
sizzle, turn an ugly brown color and gloom. If there had only been one
go out. I fled.
star—one pinpoint of light even at
Vaguely Intending to go down to that infinite distance! Startling
the bus stop and wait for the city myself into action and almost
bus, I crossed the street. Out here groaning in a voice not my own,
the air, heavy with fog, was some I turned sharply and ran, bumping
how dreary and depressing. It was right into an old man walking up
early evening and as I walked the Pier. Afraid, recoiling from the
swiftly down the street, my hands shock and muttering apologies, I
thrust deep in the pockets of my ran heedlessly on, with a feeling of
coat a bitterly cold dampness mdae one pursued. I couldn't look behind
me shiver. I couldn't stand on the me and felt something closing in
cold corner and wait so kept on on me from all sides. Had I stood
walking faster and faster, trying to still I could not have borne it, so
shake from me a weight indefin plunged on up the hill, breathless,
able, gloomy. My thoughts were exhausted.
confused and unmanageable. All When I reached the top the open
the beauty I had loved so in Cali spaces around me gave me courage.
fornia was gone and the ugliness of I coud face the dark again but I
it was a weight. All I wanted was couldn't think. I heard the shrill
to be swallowed up by the fog. As curfew for aliens to get off the
I neared the ocean I hurried, blind streets. Puzzled, hurt and humil
ly stumbling down the tired old iated I walked hurriedly back to
streets to the Pier. Why couldn't the apartment. As I came up to
there be a sweet Spring song to make the door I met the two girls clam
things right again? I walked far out bering out of a convertible in gig
over the deserted Pier. The deafening gling conversation with their es
roar and slapping breakers seemed corts. They looked ta me, sick ex
to numb my mind. Faster and fast teriorly and interiorly and they
er they came in, a seething mass of laughed. "Gee we had fun!" they
dirt and foam. Soon my fascina said.
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Preliminary
Report on Poetry
By A. E. WOODALL

Thoughts for
Company
By MARJORIE SANDBERG

Anyone who has ever scribbled
a verse and had the inevitable yen
to see it in print is up against one
of our major American cultural
problems. There is a lot more verse
written than should be published,
which is as it should be; there is
a lot more published than ought to
be published (no comment); but,
saddest of all, there is a lot that
should be published that just isn't.
If, as we hope, you belong to the
last group, your best bet is the
all-poetry magazine.
The little poetry magazines exist
only to keep alive independent and
amateur poetry. They are at once
the most fragile and vital force in
our American cultural scene. They
do not pay for poetry, as a rule,
merely because they cannot, yet the
average beginner and the persistent
poet will usually find himself in
better company there than in many
of the professional magazines.
In trying to line up a few of these
little magazines for the aspiring
poet, I sent out about fifty ques
tionnaires to magazines I had every
reason to believe were still func
tioning.
The
terrific morality
among these heroic little sheets
may well be shown by the fact that
twenty replied and twelve reported
that they had ceased publication.
I assume that at least a number
of the others, also, are no longer in
print.
Some of the magazines were good
enough to send examination copies
which I am glad to have on file.
In making this brief list, I have
added one or two I have known
of old and to whom I sent no blank.
I hope to hear from others whom
I can add to the group from time
to time; and later I may be able to
give some analysis of the needs,
tastes, and editorial attitudes of the
magazines. Certainly the situation
calls for a more extensive discus
sion, but for the present here are
a few names and addresses that
may help the young poet in search
of a market.
One word of the usual advice.
Never send elaborate letters and
explanations with your poems. It is
just a swell to send no letter at
all and let the poems speak for
themselves. Send about three (no
more) at once in a standard en
velope with a stamped, self-ad
dressed envelope enclosed. Be sure
to send the originals and keep the
carbons carefully at home in your
files with marginal notations of
the places each poem has been
sent and when. Expect a reason
able (or unreasonable) number of
rejection cards.
Everybody who
writes collects them.

I walked along the sidewalk
As I'd often walked before
But somehow I felt different
Like I'd never felt before.

Blue Moon
Inez Sheldon Tyler
3947 Connecticut Ave. N. W.
Washington 8, D. C.
The American Bard
—Enid Daniel Jones
9141 Commarron Ave. S. Los
Angeles 44, Calif.
Driftwood
Walter J. Coates
North Montpedier. Vermont
Kaleidograph
624 N. Vernon Ave., Dallas 8, Tex.
Kansas City Poetry Magazine
P. O. Box 14, Kansas City, 10, Mo.

The Tanager
Grace Hunter
Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa.

I looked along beside me
Where you should've been by
rights,
And I felt a funny feeling
As I looked at all the lights.
I looked at all the windows
Bedecked with service stars
And I thought of other times be
fore
You won Lieutenant's bars.
You're a soldier, now, a good one
And doing your own part.
I hope you're HOME in all our
hearts!

El Cametio Rel
By MELVYN BOWERS

Winding across the southern hills
Are the curves of a narrow road
Where the black-robed traveler
used to pass,
Bowed under a heavy load.
The shadowy figures of long ago,
Plod along through the sunset
glow—
Seen alone by the dreamers eye—
Men and mules glide slowly by.
But the old road ends on many a
curve,
Where the bank has been cut away
For the broad straight highway,
smoothly paved,
Where cars stream south, both
night and day.
The shadows of old melt into the
night,
To hide from the glare of passing
light.
The Lantern
C. B. McAllister
62 Montague St. Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Living Quill Grave Smith
Box 15. Padroni, Colorado
The Moccasin
Nan FitzPatrick
4553 York Ave. S. Minneapolis,
Minn.
Prairie Wings Grace Brokn Putnam
New Rockford, North Dakota
Pasque Petals
Adeline M. Jenney
Valley Springs, South Dakota
Reflections
Mary M. Hamilton
Box 145, Hartwick, N. Y.
Silver Star
Emory C. Pharr
5704 8th Road N. Arlington, Va.
Span
Joseph Hoffman
4036 N. 11th Street, t. Louis 7, Mo.
The Step Ladder
4917 Blackstone Ave., Chicago, 15,
111.

Talaria
B. Y. Williams
500 Palace Theater Bldg.,
Cincinnati, 2, Ohio
Trials
Fred Lape
Esperance, N. Y.
Voices
Harold Vinal
129 E. 74th treet, New York, N. Y.
Wings
Stanton A. Coblenz
37 Ethel Ave., Mill Valley,
California.

